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INSTRUCTION MANUAL
Thank you for your purchase of spotLESS Materials Home
Collection products! Our goal is to make products that take
the effort out of cleaning.
Before applying the coating, please read the following:
Safety

Wear gloves and mask
Use in a well-ventilated
environment
Read the product labels
fully
Do not use on surfaces
that interact with food

Tips

These coatings are
compatible with glass
and ceramic only
Have glass cleaner
handy to remove excess
coating that can cause
haze

TOILET COATING
Directions:
1. Remove the excess water in the toilet bowl.
2. Clean the toilet surface thoroughly with a toilet cleaner,
multipurpose surface cleaner, or rubbing alcohol.
3. Wait until the surface is completely dry before the coating
application.
4. Spray spotLESS Toilet Coating onto the toilet surface. Roughly 10 15 pumps should be give all you need to cover the toilet surface.
Alternately, you can spray the coating onto a paper towel and wipe
the toilet surface uniformly.
5. Wait for 5 minutes to cure, and you are done! Make sure you do it
in a well ventilated environment and wash your hand afterwards!
Tips:
Coating may not be as effective on older toilets.
Toilets with mineral buildup may need additional pre-cleaning.
Excess coating can be removed with multipurpose cleaner or
rubbing alcohol.

SINK & FIXTURE COATING
Directions:
1. Clean and thoroughly dry sink surface thoroughly with
multipurpose surface cleaner or rubbing alcohol.
2. Spray spotLESS Sink & Fixture Coating onto the sink surface.
Roughly 10 - 15 pumps should be give all you need to cover the
surface. Alternatively, you can spray the coating onto a paper
towel and wipe the sink surface uniformly.
3. Wait for 5 minutes to cure, and you are done! Make sure you do
it in a well ventilated environment and wash your hands
afterwards!
Tips:
Coating only compatible with ceramic surfaces.

GLASS & MIRROR COATING
Directions:
1. Clean glass/mirror thoroughly with multipurpose surface cleaner
or rubbing alcohol.
2. Spray spotLESS Glass & Mirror Coating onto the surface.
Alternately, you can spray the coating onto a paper towel and
wipe the surface uniformly.
3. Wait for 5 minutes to cure, and you are done! Make sure you do
it in a well ventilated environment and wash your hand
afterwards!
Tips:
Some glass comes pre-coated with coatings that may not be
compatible with the spotLESS Materials Home Collection.
If you notice a haze, this can be removed with mutipurpose
surface cleaner or, more effectively, with rubbing alcohol.

MAINTENANCE SPRAY
The spotLESS Materials Maintenance Spray can be used to enhance
the easy-clean performance and extend the longevity of other
spotLESS Materials coatings in the Home Collection.
Directions:
1. Spray the Maintenance Spray on a surface that has been precoated with spotLESS Materials Toilet Coating, Glass & Mirror
Coating, or Sink & Fixture Coating.
2. Wipe with a paper towel/cloth to ensure uniform coverage.
Tips:
A little bit goes a very long way, so just one or two sprays is
often enough for most home applications.
Maintenance Spray is only compatible with other spotLESS
Materials Home Collection products and will not adhere to
glass/ceramic on its own
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Frequently Asked Questions:
www.spotlessmaterials.com/faqs
Product User Manual and Instructional Videos:
www.spotlessmaterials.com/instruction-manual
Product Safety Information:
www.spotlessmaterials.com/product-safety.
Emergency Telephone Number:
1.800.255.3924

spotless.materials
spotlessCoating
spotless.materials
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